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Abstract

For unknown field explorations in disaster areas, mobile robots that can replace human workers in

dangerous environments can greatly improve disaster response efforts by reducing additional risk to

human life. However, realizing such robot systems requires various technologies. In particular, path

planning is quite important because mobile robots in the real world are surrounded by dynamic

obstacles such as people, which may hinder a robot’s activities. In this research, we propose a

collision avoidance method for a mobile robot in dynamic environments, considering the near-term

motion and “personal space” of dynamic obstacles. Our method consists of the following three steps:

“estimation,” “conversion,” and “planning.” In the estimation step, dynamic and static obstacles

are recognized and their future positions are estimated from their previous motions. Next, in the

conversion step, a time axis is added to construct a 3-D time-space coordinate system. Finally, in

the planning step, a distance-time transform is applied to plan a safe 3-D path from the robot’s

current position to the desired goal. The proposed method has been implemented on our mobile

robot and mobile robot simulator and experiments were conducted to verify its usefulness.

keywords: mobile robot, path planning, collision avoidance, personal space, distance time transform

1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

During the disasters, such as earthquakes, nuclear power plant accidents, CBRNE (chemical / biological

/ radiological / nuclear / explosive) terrorists attacks, or volcanic eruptions, mobile remote-controlled

robots, called “rescue robots” can be of great help when searching inside collapsed buildings, taking

the place of rescue crews. Based on this such social demands, research and development on rescue

robots have increased all over the world. Our research group has also been developing a group of rescue

robots. One of them is called “Kenaf” (Fig. 1-(a)), to explore underground malls during NBC terrorist

attack scenarios [1]. Some of these rescue robots were sent to the Fukushima 1 power plant, where
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(a) Kenaf (b) El-Verde

Figure 1: Mobile robots used to explore unknown environments

they are currently still deployed, to search the unexplored inner environment. Our group has also been

developing another type of mobile robot, called “El-Verde”(Fig. 1-(b)), for longer distance, larger-scale

field exploration over longer periods of time.

Using these robots as research platforms, we are currently researching teleoperation methods [2],

localization methods [3], locomotion methods on rough terrains [4], 3-D mapping technologies [5], and

autonomous navigation methods [6][7] to undertake searching missions under the above scenarios. Au-

tonomous navigation is one of the most important technologies involving a mobile robot navigating to

a target destination without the assistance or direction of a human operator, while avoiding collisions

with any obstructions within the environment.

Autonomous navigation is necessary for a field-exploration robot because skilled operators of tele-

operated mobile robots may be in short supply during a wide-area disaster. Additionally, when rescue

robots are teleoperated by far remote operators, a time delay is introduced in the communication link,

which decreases remote operability and makes autonomous navigation desirable, even when the operator

is highly skilled.

1.2 Research Purpose

One of the basic methods for solving the collision avoidance problem mentioned above is to repeat

the path planning in a static environment based on sensing data in shorter cycles . Borenstein et al.

reported a fundamental technique for detecting and avoiding obstacles by using a sonar sensor array [8].

To avoid obstacles surrounding the mobile robot, their method frequently repeats the same procedure:

scan, obstacle detection, and path planning. This is a very simple and effective method.

However, it is obvious that this strategy generates redundant and unnecessary paths for a mobile

robot, and in the worst case, the robot may collide with moving obstacles (we reenacted this situation in

our mobile robot simulator). Therefore, to plan the robot’s path, it is important to foresee the motion

of obstacles in the near future. In this research, we propose a collision avoidance method that estimates
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the motion of moving obstacles.

To estimate the motion of moving obstacles, it is very important to consider the type of moving

obstacle in question. There is a considerable amount of research on the collision avoidance problem

in dynamic environments, and a common assumption is that the orientation and velocity of obstacles

remain constant. However, this assumption is not sufficient in case of evacuees in a disaster environment;

because evacuees also plan their own paths to prevent collision with one other. Therefore, to proceed

with our path planning research, we selected specific the target scenario of an CBRNE terrorist attack

in an underground mall. The target environment is a flat area with some moving evacuees. In such an

environment, we assume that as the rescue robot moves toward its destination, and it must occasionally

avoid the approaching evacuees. We call this a “path planning problem in a 2-D dynamic environment.”

To realize the above objective, we propose a collision avoidance method that estimates the motion

and personal space of the evacuees. This method consists of three steps: “estimation,” “conversion,” and

“planning.” In the estimation step, the method recognizes dynamic and static obstacles by comparing

the time varying 2-D obstacle map and estimates the future positions of these dynamic obstacles by

considering their past motions. Next, in the conversion step, a time axis is added for construction of a 3-

D time-space (X-Y-T) coordinate system. Using 3-D coordinates, the 2-D (X-Y) path planning problem

in a dynamic environment is converted into a 3-D path planning problem in a static environment.

Finally, in the planning step, a distance-time transform method is applied to plan a safe 3-D path from

the current position of the robot to its desired goal.

To evaluate the validity of the above method, we implemented our algorithm to our “El-Verde” mobile

robot (Fig. 1-(b)) and our mobile robot simulator. In this paper, we introduce our path planning scheme

and show the experimental results.

1.3 Related Works

A large number of studies on collision avoidance for mobile robots have been conducted. Therefore, we

introduce some of these works that are closely related to our study.

Jarvis and Byrne proposed a 2-D path planning method with collision avoidance using a distance

transform algorithm [9]. This method uses a grid-based representation and derives a path without an

obstacle collision using the concept of “distance field.” The advantage of this algorithm is the ability to

generate a path from a start point to a goal with certainly, assuming that such a path exists. In contrast,

other path planning methods such as artificial potential field based path planning [10] are potentially

unable to avoid the local solution problem. Jarvis and Byrne’s method is simple and effective for planing

a path without collision in 2-D static environments. We explain the details of the distance transform

method in section 5.

Tsubouchi et al. [11] defined a 3-D (X-Y-T) time-space coordinate to represent obstacle motions in

2-D with a time axis for motion planning to avoid collisions in a dynamic environment. They assumed

all obstacle motions to be uniformed linear motions. Thus, polygonal obstacles were represented using
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Figure 2: Collision of personal spaces

tilted polygonal prisms. Finally, they verified the validity of their method through a simple simulation.

Gupta and Jarvis also used a 3-D time space coordinate [12] and a distance transform method [9]

to solve the 3-D path planning. To estimate the motions of moving obstacles, they used a Gaussian

distribution to handle any uncertainty. They also verified the validity of their method through a simple

simulation.

As in the two ideas above, in this research, we essentially use a 3-D (X-Y-T) space to represent

obstacle motions. We improve the path search algorithm of the 3-D path planning using the distance

transform method and propose a more flexible 3-D grid-based path planning scheme called the “distance-

time transform” method. In addition, instead of a linear and Gaussian assumption as in Gupta’s method,

our method considers the personal space of each obstacle during the motions estimation.

The concept of personal space is widely used in the fields of psychology, civil engineering and con-

struction, and robotics [13][14]. It is a useful model for estimating the motion of people, and previous

researches have verified its validity [15] [16]. Each pedestrian has a single personal space. In this model,

when their personal space is invaded, the individual feels uncomfortable and changes motion to maintain

this space, as shown in Fig. 2.

To achieve motion planning with obstacle avoidance, especially in dynamic environments, Brock and

Khatib [17] noted that combining the global aspects of a task with the local constraints is important.

Specifically, a global path planner navigates a mobile robot to its goal while running the local collision

avoidance algorithm. In contrast, in our method, the local path planning problem and collision avoidance

problem are integrated using distance transform algorithm. In addition, using the idea of a 3-D X-Y-T

space, the obstacle motion estimation problem is also integrated into the local path planning problem.

2 OVERVIEW OF PROPOSED METHOD

First, we introduce an overview of our novel collision avoidance method for the mobile robot to avoid

evacuees in a 2-D flat environment. The following assumptions are made in this research.

1. The target environment is a flat area.

2. The robot is moving from one position to another, and some people are moving on the area.
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(a) obstacle and robot in a 2-D environment (b) 2-D obstacle map

Figure 3: Definition of obstacle map

3. The people can be assumed to be in almost uniform linear motion.

4. The robot can follow the planned path accurately.

Based on the above assumptions, in this research, we propose a collision avoidance method consisting

of three steps: estimation, conversion, and 3-D path planning. By periodically repeating the above three

steps and executing the planned motion, the robot performs collision avoidance motion. The details of

these steps are described in the following sections.

3 ESTIMATION

In the first step, estimation, the objective is to estimate the future positions of moving obstacles.

3.1 2-D Obstacle Map

At the beginning of this step, we define an obstacle map as shown in Fig. 3. In this layer, a 2-D

environment defined by the X and Y axes is represented through grids. Each grid has a property, a

start grid, Gstart; goal grid, Ggoal; obstacle occupied grid, Goccupied; or free grid, Gfree, which is un-

occupied. A group of grids is called a Set and is labeled as Setoccupied. An obstacle map is one of the

most simple and general representations used for path planning problems in planar environments.

3.2 Obstacle Detection

In a dynamic environment, the obstacle map varies during every scanning process. By comparing such

time varying obstacle maps, we identify the dynamic and static grids. We explain the flow of our obstacle

detection scheme by using the simple example obstacle maps shown in Fig. 4, where the image on the

left is an old obstacle map and the image on the right is a new one.
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(a) old obstacle map (b) new obstacle map

Figure 4: Time varying obstacle map

(a) difference map (b) grouped obstacle map

Figure 5: Dynamic obstacle grid detection

There are three sets of Goccupied in Fig. 4-(a), and two sets of Goccupied in Fig. 4-(b). That is, in

this transition, one set of Goccupied disappears. By comparing these two obstacle maps, the state of

each Goccupied is identified as a time varying grid, Gdynoccupied; static grid, Gstatoccupied; or Gfree, as

shown in Fig. 5-(a), which is called a “difference map.” Next, adjacent grids of Gdynoccpied are grouped

into one set of Gdynobst grids which becomes a dynamic obstacle, Setdynobst, as shown in the “grouped

obstacle map” in Fig. 5-(b). The details of state estimation pattern are shown in Table 1.

The algorithm detects dynamic and static obstacles in one grouped obstacle map by comparing two

time varying obstacle maps. However, the motions of the dynamic obstacles are still unknown. To

estimate the speed and direction of each dynamic obstacle, we accumulate three time varying obstacle

maps, and generate two grouped obstacle maps. One grouped map is generated between the old obstacle

maps, step t = −2 and step t = −1, and another grouped map is also generated between the old obstacle

map, step t = −1, and the current map, as shown in Fig. 6. Then, the closest dynamic obstacles between

the two grouped obstacle maps are linked as one dynamic obstacle with a single motion. The motion

vector of a dynamic obstacle is calculated based on the change in the center position of the obstacle.
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Table 1: Grid state identification pattern

grid state grid state identified grid state

in old obstacle map in new obstacle map in new difference map status of the grid

Gfree Gfree Gfree continuously free

Gfree Goccupied Gdynobst obstacle appeared

Goccupied Gfree Gfree obstacle disappeared

Goccupied Goccupied Gstatobst continuously occupied

Figure 6: Flow of the obstacle detection algorithm

3.3 Future Motion Estimation

Basically, we assume that the dynamic obstacles have uniform linear motions. However, in a real

environment, dynamic obstacles such as evacuees in disaster areas plan their own path to avoid collision

with other evacuees and static obstacles. Therefore, considering the path planning performed by each

dynamic obstacle is an important aspect during this future motion estimation phase.

To estimate the path planning performed by each evacuees, we use the concept of personal space as

the primary factor that the people use to determine their motions. A personal space is generally defined

as an oval figure, with the space in front of a person larger than the rear space [14]. The personal space

concept is based on many complex rules, and its shape and size are affected by several factors such

as gender, age, and social position. However, to simplify our method, we set the personal space as a

constant rectangular shape , as shown in Fig. 7. We define Dlong as 1.5 (m), and Dshort as 0.4 (m).

When all obstacles are moving in the same direction at different speeds, a slower obstacle in the

front will likely be passed by a faster obstacle from the rear. In such a case, according to our model,

the faster obstacle in the rear changes its path to avoid colliding with the slower obstacle in the front.

This is because the slower obstacle in the front cannot see the faster obstacle coming from the rear. If

the personal space of an obstacle is violated, the obstacle moves to the side to decrease the violation of

its personal space, and resumes course once the personal space is no longer violated.

Using imaginary moving obstacles and based on the above rules, the robot estimates the future

obstacle positions.
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Figure 7: Simple definition of personal space

4 CONVERSION

In the second step, conversion, our method constructs a 3-D time-space coordinate system, described in

section 3, from the estimated obstacle motions.

At the beginning of this step, we recall the definition of a 2-D obstacle map, as shown in Fig. 3. We

define two more types of Gfree grids, a free-reachable grid on the obstacle map, Gfree−reach, where the

robot can reach, and a free-unreachable grid, Gfree−unreach, where the robot cannot reach.

Each obstacle map is an expression of a 2-D environment at a particular time and is assumed as a

single layer. We add a time width, Twid (s), to each layer. The layers are stacked along the vertical axis

based on the passage of time, as shown in Fig. 8, and are together called a stacked obstacle map. The

bottom layer, layer[0], represents the 2-D environment from the present time (t= 0 (s)) to Twid (s) later.

Likewise, layer[n] represents the 2-D environment from tmin(n) to tmax(n), where tmin(n) = Twid × n

and tmax(n) = Twid × (n+ 1). The total number of stacked obstacle maps is represented as nlayer.

The occupied grids are defined by considering the personal spaces of all obstacles in each layer, or

each time period. Based on the above conditions, the 3-D time-space coordinate system is constructed

using a voxel representation. Therefore, a grid G has three parameters, xg, yg, and tg. The xg and

yg parameters specify the position of the grid at the X-Y surface, and the tg parameter specifies the

number of the obstacle map. From now on, it should be kept in mind that a grid with property α is

represented as Gα(xg, yg, tg). In addition, a set of Gα(xg, yg, tg) grids in the obstacle map is represented

as Setα(tg).

5 3-D PATH PLANNING

In the third step, planning, a 3-D path is planned in the 3-D time-space coordinate system shown in

section 4. Basically, to plan a path, we apply the distance transform algorithm proposed by Prof. Jarvis
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Figure 8: Definition of stacked obstacle map

[9]. To apply this algorithm to our method, we extended it as follows.

5.1 Basic Distance Transform

First, we would like to describe the basic distance transform algorithm. A brief illustration of this idea

is shown in Fig. 9. This is a grid-based method in which occupied and free grids are assumed to be

predefined.

In the first half of the algorithm, a distance field is generated by its distance function. The value of

the start grid is set to 0, and the values of the grids without an obstacle are calculated by the distance

function, recursively, from the grids adjacent to the start grid. Therefore, after recursive calculations,

each grid stores a grid-based distance from the start point to form the distance field.

In the second half of the algorithm, a path is determined by descending the distance field from the

goal grid. This is executed by successively moving to the grid that has the minimum distance value

among the adjacent grids, from the goal grid to the start grid. In Fig. 9, the pink grids represent the

planned path from the start to the goal.

5.2 Extension of Path Search Algorithm

There is a problem with the original distance transform algorithm. In the second half of the algorithm,

there are only eight adjacent grid candidates (Fig. 10-(a)). This means that the minimum angular

resolution of the robot is 45 ◦. Furthermore, the algorithm tends to choose diagonal grids from the goal

grid, because its decreasing difference is larger than the horizontal and vertical differences. Therefore,

it does not derive the geometrical shortest path.
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Figure 9: Example of a 2-D distance transform

(a) Conventional method (b) Proposed method

Figure 10: Difference between path search methods

To solve this problem, we improved the second half of the search algorithm to enhance the angular

resolution of the path search. Fig. 10 introduces our basic idea. The idea is that the next grid candidates

are not adjacent grids, as shown in Fig. 10-(a), but grids whose centers are located on the search disc,

as shown in Fig. 10-(b).

The angular resolution of the path search is greatly affected by the internal radius Rint and external

radius Rext of the disc. A larger radius contributes a finer angle resolution to the path. However, it also

increases the possibility of generating a redundant path because the length of each segment unit in the

path becomes longer. When the environment is not very complicated, we assign a value of 3.5 (grid) to

Rint and a value of 4.5 (grid) to Rext based on our experience. We call this algorithm a 2-D disc search

algorithm.
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Figure 11: Example of a distance time transform

5.3 Distance-Time Transform and Extended 3-D Path Search

5.3.1 Distance-Time Transform

In the first half of the algorithm, to perform the distance transform algorithm in a 3-D time-space

coordinate system, we propose a distance-time transform (DTT). The DTT is a procedure that discretely

repeats the distance transform from the present time to the future. In the 3-D coordinate system, an

obstacle map represents the positions of the obstacles and the robot during the same time period.

Therefore, a set of free reachable grids is limited by the speed and current position of the robot.

The DTT repeats a subroutine consisting of three processes: “selecting,” “applying,” and “copying.”

Concretely, we execute as below.

First, we focus on layer[0], which represents the positions of the obstacles and the robot from

tmin(0) to tmax(0). Initially, the robot is located at Gstart. The robot can reach free grids that encircle

Gstart, the set of which is called Setfree−reach(0). When there are no obstacles in the obstacle map,

Setfree−reach(0) has a nearly circular shape, the size of which is determined by the speed of the robot.

We perform a distance transform in Setfree−reach(0), and each grid of Setfree−reach(0) stores the

value of distance, called the distance value. The maximum distance value in Setfree−reach(0), called

V almax(0), is then selected.

Next, the distance value of grid G(x′
g, y

′
g, 0) in Setfree−reach(0) is given to grid G(x′

g, y
′
g, 1) if

G(x′
g, y

′
g, 1) is not an obstacle-occupied grid. After all grids in Setfree−reach(0) are copied through

the above process, the distance values of all grids in layer[1] are changed into V almax(0) for initializing

a distance transform in layer[1]. A set of pre-distance-transformed grids that store V almax(0) is called

Setfinished(1).
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Now, we focus on layer[1], and select Setfree−reach(1) which encircles Setfinished(1). We also per-

form a distance transform, and copy the distance values in layer[1] in the same way as in layer[0].

The DTT repeats the above subroutine until the number of focusing obstacle map reaches the value of

(nlayer-1).

Additionally, because the estimated speed of a dynamic obstacle is inaccurate, parameter Tswing is

added to Twid to expand the obstacle’s existing region in each layer.

5.3.2 Extended 3-D Path Search

In the second half of the algorithm, to derive a 3-D path in the distance-time-transformed stacked-

obstacle map, we extend the 2-D disc search algorithm to cover a 3-D space, and rename it the 3-D

disc search algorithm. First, we select layer[m] that includes Ggoal in Setfree−reach(m). The path is

determined by descending the discrete 3-D distance field from Ggoal in layer[m]. This is executed by

moving to the grid with the minimum distance value in the disc of the 2-D disc search algorithm in

layer[k] of the stacked-obstacle map, where k = m−1. When there are no grids to be moved in layer[k],

the 3 −Dpathsearchalgorithm is executed for the same obstacle map layer[m] in the same way as in

the 2-D disc search algorithm.

6 EXPERIMENTS

6.1 Overview

To confirm the applicability of the proposed method, we performed three experiments in real and

simulated environments. For the real machine experiments, we used the mobile robot “El-Verde” which

has four wheels and a steering mechanism similar to a conventional motor vehicle. For the simulation

experiments, we used a mobile robot simulator. We implemented our collision avoidance method as a

navigation program of our mobile robot.

We compared different methods in several different environments and conditions. The details of the

conditions for each method configuration are shown in Table 2. The “uniform linear motion” in the

table indicates motion estimation considering that the motion of each obstacle is uniformly linear.

The first experiment compares methods α and β in the simulated environment. The second experi-

ment is performed to confirm β in the real machine experiment. The third experiment is performed to

compare methods γ and δ in the simulated environment.

6.2 Experimental Environment

6.2.1 In Real Environment

For the real environment, we used the “El-Verde” mobile robot (Fig. 1-(b)), which has four wheels

and a front steering mechanism. An on-board 3-D laser imaging detection and ranging (LIDAR) sensor
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Table 2: Experimental conditions

Method Use of obstacle detection Obstacle motion Considering Applicable

estimation mode personal space environment

α used no estimation NO simulated / real

β used uniform linear motion NO simulated / real

γ not used uniform linear motion NO simulated

(get obstacle information

from simulator directly)

δ not used uniform linear motion YES simulated

(get obstacle information

from simulator directly)

was used to obtain the surrounding environment information, while a gyro based odometry was used

to estimate the current location of the robot. In this simulation, we used a 2-D on-board LIDAR

sensor, a HOKUYO “Top-URG,” to scan the planar surface. The sensor obtains the 2-D distance the

to surrounding obstacles for conversion into an obstacle map every 50 (ms). The on-board CPU of the

robot is an 0.8 GHz Intel Dual Core ATOM with a 2 GB DIMM.

6.2.2 In Simulated Environment

For the simulated environment, we used an internally developed mobile robot simulator [7]. In the

simulated environment, the robot’s navigation program is compatible with an actual robot at the source

level. Therefore, we could confirm our navigation programs beforehand; however the simulator does not

guarantee the same motion found in a real world environment because it does not consider the dynamics

of mobile robots and various errors in real world.

As another feature of the simulator, we can set static obstacles as well as moving ones. The obstacle

information can be obtained using a simulated 2-D LIDAR sensor mounted on the simulated mobile

robot. The sensor data obtained is represented as a grid-based 2-D obstacle map. In this simulator, it

is also possible to obtain the motion vectors of the obstacles directly from the simulator.

6.3 Experiment 1

In this experiment, we compare methods α and β in the simulated environment.

6.3.1 Implementation

Each obstacle map, as described in section 3, is 9.6 (m) in length, (4.8 (m) in the front and 4.8 (m) in

the rear) and 9.6 (m) in width (4.8 (m) on the left and 4.8 (m) on the right). The area of each grid is

8 (cm) × 8 (cm).
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To form a 3-D time-space coordinate system, the time interval between adjacent layers, Tinterval, is

set to 3 (s), and Tswing is set to 2 (s). The number of layers, nlayer, is set to 7. The maximum velocity,

Vmax of the robot is set to 400 (mm/s). The planning loop of the proposed method is carried out every

1 (s). The process for obtaining the obstacle map and estimating the dynamic obstacles is carried out

every 300 (ms). These time parameters were chosen by considering the computation load of the robot’s

on-board CPU on a trial basis.

6.3.2 Experimental Conditions

Fig. 12 shows a virtual planar environment in the mobile robot simulator. We defined two moving

obstacles (obstacles A and B) and one static obstacle (obstacle C) in the simulator, which are represented

by hexagonal cylinders. The size of each obstacle is the same, 300 (mm) in diameter. However, different

values are used for the velocities of dynamic obstacles A and B . Each dynamic obstacle has a uniform

linear motions. In this experiment, the emulated obstacle maps were obtained from the simulated

environment.

We performed this experiment for seven different situations. The variables for each case are the

initial location and speed of obstacle A, as shown in Table 3. These parameters were set to create a

situation in which the robot collides with obstacle A if it continues in a straight motion. We call this an

“intercepting situation.” By performing the experiment under several different intercepting situations,

we expected to confirm the capability and limitations of our method quantitatively, as the results of

collision avoidance experiments are significantly dependent on the speed and initial locations of the

surrounding obstacles, and are generally dependent on the range of the LIDAR sensor used to detect

the obstacles.

6.3.3 Results and Discussion

Fig. 13 shows the results of experiment 1-3 as an example. The left side of the figure shows the results

of method α, which does not estimate the future positions of dynamic obstacles, and simply treats the

environment as static. The right side of the figure shows the results of method β, which estimates the

future positions of dynamic obstacles assuming that the obstacles have a uniform linear motion. These

results indicate that method α does not arrow the avoidance of higher velocity obstacle A, resulting in

a collision at t = 9. In contrast, method β allows the avoidance of all obstacles. These comparisons

confirm the necessity of this type of future motion estimation approach to avoid dynamic obstacles, as

mentioned in section 1.2.

Table 4 shows the results of each case for experiment 1. These results indicate that it is difficult to

avoid a fast obstacle compared with a slow one owing to the difficulties in estimating the motion and

reacting to avoid a collision. Furthermore, the results also shows that method β has the better collision

avoidance capability compared with method α.

Recall that the set speed of the mobile robot in these experiments is 400 (mm/s). From the listed
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Table 3: Initial location and speed of obstacles in experiment 1

Obstacle A Obstacle B Obstacle C

Experiment 1-1

speed (mm/s) 200 300 0

initial location (m, m) (4, -1.8) (6, 4) (7.5, -0.3)

Experiment 1-2

speed (mm/s) 400

initial location (m, m) (4, -3.5) same as above same as above

Experiment 1-3

speed (mm/s) 600

initial location (m, m) (4, -5.1) same as above same as above

Experiment 1-4

speed (mm/s) 800

initial location (m, m) (4, -6.8) same as above same as above

Experiment 1-5

speed (mm/s) 1000

initial location (m, m) (4, -8.5) same as above same as above

Experiment 1-6

speed (mm/s) 1200

initial location (m, m) (4, -11.0) same as above same as above

Experiment 1-7

speed (mm/s) 1400

initial location (m, m) (4, -12.5) same as above same as above
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Figure 12: Conditions for experiment 1

results, it is possible to say that method α is only able to avoid obstacles that are slower than the robot.

This is one of the limitations of method α in an intercepting situation.

6.4 Experiment 2

In this experiment, we intend to confirm the use of method β for a real robot experiment. The parameters

used for the implementation are the same as those in experiment 1.

Table 4: Results of Experiment 1

method α method β speed of obstacle A (mm/s)

Experiment 1-1 Avoid Avoid 200

Experiment 1-2 Collide Avoid 400

Experiment 1-3 Collide Avoid 600

Experiment 1-4 Collide Avoid 800

Experiment 1-5 Collide Avoid 1000

Experiment 1-6 Collide Avoid 1200

Experiment 1-7 Collide Avoid 1400
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(a) result of method α (b) result of method β

Figure 13: Results of experiment 1-3
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(a) position relation in real environment (b) status of path planning algorithm

Figure 14: Status and position relation in real and simulated environments

6.4.1 Experimental Condition

This experiment is performed on a flat area with one walker and static obstacles, as shown in Fig.

14-(a). The walker is located at almost 6 (m) to the front and 5 (m) to the left of the robot and moves

to the right of the robot. The walker simply continues walking in the same direction without reacting

to the robot. The robot has to avoid the walker to prevent a collision.

6.4.2 Results and Discussion

Fig. 15 shows the results of this experiment. The walker moves from the left to the right, and the robot

follows the path to avoid the walker. The path planner detects the dynamic obstacle and its motion

vector as well as the surrounding static obstacles, as shown in Fig. 14-(b).

By considering the future motion estimation of the dynamic obstacle, the planner plans a path to

pass the rear of the walker. If the robot does not estimate the motion of the walker (method α) and

treats the environment as static, the robot may plan a path in front of the walker, as this location is

unoccupied during time t = 0 to t = 2.

Experiments 1 and 2 confirm that our obstacle detection algorithm and collision avoidance method

are applicable to a real environment.

6.5 Experiment 3

In this experiment, methods γ and δ are compared in a simulated environment.
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Figure 15: Results of experiment 2

6.5.1 Implementation

Each obstacle map, as shown in section 3, is 10 (m) in length (8 (m) in the front and 2 (m) in the rear)

and 8 (m) in width (4 (m) on the left and 4 (m) on the right). The area of each grid is 10 (cm) × 10

(cm). To form a 3-D time-space coordinate system, the time interval between adjacent layers, Tinterval,

is set to 3 (s), and the number of layers, nlayer, is set to 10. The maximum velocity, Vmax , of the robot

is set to 40 (cm/s). The planning loop of the proposed method is conducted every 1 (s).

6.5.2 Experimental Conditions

Fig. 16 shows a virtual walkway environment in the mobile robot simulator. We defined four moving

obstacles in the simulator, represented by hexagonal cylinders, that move toward the robot along the

walkway. The size of each obstacles is the same, 300 (mm) in diameter. However, different values are

used for the velocities, with dynamic obstacles A, B, C, and D . The motion rules for each obstacle

are as follows: (1) it moves forward when there is no interference to the front, and (2) evades a certain

distance when there are slower obstacles there. The goal of the robot is located behind the moving

obstacles. In this experiment, the positions and motions of the dynamic obstacles are directly obtained

from the simulator to the path planner.

We performed this experiment for three different cases. The differences in each case are the velocities

of obstacles A, B, C, and D, as shown in Table 5, which are the same as in experiment 1.

6.5.3 Results and Discussion

Figs.17 (a)-(c) show the results of method δ, and Fig. 17 (d)-(f) show the results of method γ for

experiment 3-2 as an example. In these figures, the red dots indicate the planned path at that time
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Figure 16: Conditions of the simulator experiment

Table 5: Initial location and speed of the obstacles in experiment 3

Obstacle A Obstacle B Obstacle C obstacle D

Experiment 3-1

speed (mm/s) 100 150 200 300

initial location (m, m) (5.00, 0.05) (6.00, 0.03) (7.00, 0.07) (12.00, -0.04)

Experiment 3-2

speed (mm/s) 200 300 400 600

initial location (m, m) (5.00, 0.05) (6.00, 0.03) (7.00, 0.07) (12.00, -0.04)

Experiment 3-3

speed (mm/s) 300 450 600 900

initial location (m, m) (5.00, 0.05) (6.00, 0.03) (7.00, 0.07) (12.00, -0.04)

for each figure; the overlapping robots and obstacles show their respective trajectories, indicating their

motion; the green boxes show the areas of each stacked obstacle map; and the white arrows on the

obstacle trajectories show the obstacle motions. In the results of method δ, the robot estimated the

motion of obstacle D in advance; thus, it generated a detour path to avoid a collision. However, in the

results of method γ, the robot tried to move to the side of obstacle B, but collided with obstacle D while

trying evade obstacle B.

Table 6 shows the results of each case for experiment 3. The results indicate that it is difficult to avoid

a fast moving obstacle compared with a slow moving one. Furthermore, the results also show that our

method δ has a better collision avoidance capability compared with the conventional method γ. These

simulation results indicate that considering not only a uniform linear motion but also the personal-

space-based motion estimation rule is better for avoiding moving obstacles under certain situations.

As shown in experiment 3-3, the personal-space-based motion estimation rules for a moving obstacle

do not work well. In experiment 3-3, our algorithm could not generate a path to avoid all obstacles in
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(a) t = 0 (b) t = 0 to t = 7 (c) t = 10 to t = 15

(d) t = 0 (e) t = 0 to t = 7 (f) t = 10 to t = 15

Figure 17: Results of experiment 3-2: ((a)-(c) results of our proposed method δ and (d)-(f) failure

results of conventional method γ)

the near future, mainly because of the fast obstacle D, although it was possible to generate a path to

avoid all obstacles indeed. This problem occurred because of errors in the future motion estimation of

the surrounding obstacles as well as path-following errors of the mobile robot, which could not follow

the planned path precisely in our current implementation.

Recall that we did not consider the occlusion of the sensors in this simulation experiment at the

present moment. Therefore, if we implemented our method on a real mobile robot, it is impossible to

accurately estimate the obstacle motions. This problem still remains as the future work.

Generally, it is impossible to guarantee that a collision avoidance method works well in every sit-

uation, because the collision avoidance problem highly depends on the environment situations such as

the speed of obstacles. Therefore, it is impossible to guarantee that the proposed method always works
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Table 6: Results of experiment 3

method γ method δ velocities of fastest obstacles D (mm/s)

Experiment 3-1 Avoid Avoid 300

Experiment 3-2 Collide Avoid 600

Experiment 3-3 Collide Collide 900

well in every situation. . However, the simulation results at least proved that the estimation of obstacle

motions based on personal space works reasonably well in comparison with the conventional principle

of a uniform linear motion.

7 CONCLUSION

We proposed a path planning method that considers the future motions of obstacles for a mobile robot in

dynamic environments. The future motions of dynamic obstacles are estimated from the past motions

and by considering the personal spaces of the object. The proposed method was implemented as a

navigation program for a mobile robot, and collision avoidance experiments were performed to verify its

usefulness.

Future research to be conducted for this method are as follows.

1. Improve the obstacle detection algorithm by considering the possible occlusion of the LIDAR

sensor

2. Improve the motion estimation rules of dynamic obstacles for more complex environments

3. Realization of real machine experiments using high-speed 3-D LIDAR sensors

4. Perform real machine experiments in various conditions in actual human-shared or hazardous

environments
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